
The Scotty 5000TM
 automatically feeds, laminates and tab cuts products with the touch of a 

button. Turn around time is reduced while control of your job is maintained. You can save time and money 
while producing your materials in house for significantly less.

You’re Best Option for Coated Materials- The Scotty 5000 uses a platen sealing system that heats only the 
tab extension and the adjustable dwell function allows you to hold the sheet for a pre-determined time. 
Therefore, some difficult stock that require special handling are easier to run.

This Machine is the machine of choice for trade binderies or any application where control of the materials 
provided for finishing are going to vary. It is an excellent machine for long or short runs. Adjustments for 
film lengths, tab size and position are precisely measured to .01 inches and are easily repeatable.

SCOTTy 5000TM

Laminate and Tab-Cut Automatically
Built by Scott-Precision for Legendary Endurance!

Quick Set-Up
Change size in 2 minutes

Straight Path
Maximum productivity

Great for Trade Work
Maximum versatility for a 

variety of applications

Platen Plastic Applicator
Only heats tab extension

No Heated Rollers
Eliminates offsetting on 

digital printing



Dwell Function 
This feature allows for ultimate control of seal time 
for the best results on coated materials where heated 
rollers will not work. 

Handles Many Sheet Sizes 
The extra-long tool steel knives quickly and easily cut 
a one inch (25.4 mm) tab in the first position on a 14 
inch (355.6 mm) long sheet. As the tab widens, or the 
tab position moves toward the center of the sheet, the 
sheet size capability increases accordingly. 

Precision Cut A Variety of Tabs and Step-Cuts 
Adjust tabs to any width from 1/2 inch to 5 
inches  (12.7 mm to 127 mm) by simply moving 
knives closer or farther apart.

Laminates using Scott-Precision Tab Film.

There’s responsibility that 
comes with being a leader. 

It’s that unique obligation to be there for your customers at all times 
and for all reasons. Scott-Precision fully embraces that responsibility. 
As the unquestionable leading supplier of tab cutting, laminating and 
reinforcing machines as well as laminating film for index tab divider 
products, Scott-Precision set it sights high from the very beginning. 
It’s that commitment to excellence that has kept them at the top since 
the industry was born more than 40 years ago.

1555A Ocean Avenue
Bohemia, NY 11716 USA
Tel: +1 631-468-8776
Fax: +1 631-468-8775
Email: Info@ScottPrecision.com
www.ScottPrecision.com

Specifications

Model:  Scotty 5000 
Speed:  Over 6000 tabs cut per hour 
  Up to 4200 tabs laminated and cut  
   per hour 
Sheet Size:  355.6 mm x 342.9 mm 
  (14” x 13 1/2”) maximum* 
  127 mm x 127 mm (5” x 5”)  
   minimum 
Plastic Size:  139. 7 mm (5 1/2”) maximum 
  25.4 mm (l”) minimum 
Tab Cut Size:  127 mm (5”) maximum 
  12.7 mm (1/2”) minimum 
Paper Load:  Approximately 2000 sheets

Counter:  1 - 999999
Motor:  1 Horse Power
Electrical 
Requirements: 30 Amps, 220 v single phase, 
  50 or60Hz
Air Requirements: 85 P.S.I.
Dimensions:  L-80” W- 50” H-60”
Shipping Weight: 2000 lbs (910 l<g)
Warranty:  One year against defects in parts and 
workmanship

*For File Folders - a modification kit is available to 
do sizes up to 11” X 17 3/4”

Knife Sizes

English
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”

Metric
6.4 mm
9.5 mm
12.7 mm
15.9 mm
19.1 mm


